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CULTURE

What doesn’t belong together
Madonnas and she‐devils: Bremen’s Gavriel Gallery displays works by young Israel artist, Noam Edry
By Johannes Bruggaler

BREMEN (Special report).
According to Adorno, it is not possible to live properly in a false life. As young Israeli artist Noam Edry shows, however, it is more
than likely possible to live well among evil.
The “Dibbuk” is definitely not a pleasant phenomenon. According to Jewish folklore, “Dibbuk” is the term used to describe an evil
person who has died. Because of its misconducts, the soul cannot float up towards the heavens – the sinner is condemned to roam
the earth for eternity. Edry’s example, displayed in the Gavriel Gallery, is female, wearing a witch-like white robe, and staring out
of the darkness with steel-blue eyes. On the right, a sickly green mass glows in the background, and on the left, a threatening,
sulphur-yellow substance can be seen.
But then there’s the Madonna. Standing to the right of all this, a young beauty gleams white. The dress gracefully hugs the slim
figure; not a trace of bad can be found in the truthful, jet-black eyes. A kind of halo lifts the figure out of the dark background; the
delicate right hand coyly brushes hair aside. The theme is identical to the picture on the left-hand side down to the last detail. Just
through different lighting and slight adjustments in colour scheme, the devil suddenly mutates into the divine being. It’s eerie, but
also based on real experiences: Don’t good and evil often come hand in hand?
Noam Edry consistently points out this implicit relationship to her audience. Her pictures play with assumed certainties and fixed
categories, expose them as illusions, and re-insert them into the context of complex reality.
“The Rape”, for instance, presents a rape victim lying in a crucifixion pose on the floor. Like the Madonna, the plasticity of the
partly nude body, in contrast to the jet-black surroundings, is reminiscent of the grim aesthetics of en El Greco. After closer
observation, however, there’s no denying an erotic moment. It almost looks as if the subject has voluntarily posed for a nude.
Murder and manslaughter. Jesus Christ and eroticism: Noam Edry coalesces everything which does not actually belong together.
The portraits of the dancer, Rina Schenfeld, are comparatively clear. Edry does not like to indulge her in much light, either. The
“Pina Bausch of Israel” emerges from the black gloom. Her sallow face looks towards the heavens; only the shoulders and chest of
the brittle, wiry body can be seen. This face is demonic, unsettling. And yet it’s only the image of a modern dance scene. Noam
Edry’s art despairs of her own themes, constantly reinterprets them, and struggles for answers to unanswerable questions: an
impressive exhibition in a small Bremen gallery.
(At the Gavriel Gallery until 31 October)

